We propose a series of optimization techniques to compress the access pattern obfuscation. We advocate leveraging data redundancy to achieve extremely efficient obfuscation. Loading multiple duplicates of a data block in memory, MemCloak enables the CPU to fetch the same data by accessing different memory locations. This breaks the condition for snooping the access pattern. Moreover, we leverage data aggregation to improve memory utilization. It enables the CPU to fetch the aggregated data block from the same memory location but each time for a different data block therein. This further prohibits an attacker from correlating memory accesses.

In this paper, we present MemCloak to obfuscate accesses throughout the entire memory space with an $O(1)$ communication overhead. We advocate leveraging data redundancy to achieve extremely efficient obfuscation. Loading multiple duplicates of a data block in memory, MemCloak enables the CPU to fetch the same data by accessing different memory locations. This breaks the condition for snooping the access pattern. Moreover, we leverage data aggregation to improve memory utilization. It enables the CPU to fetch the same aggregated data block from the same memory location but each time for a different data block therein. This further prohibits an attacker from correlating memory accesses. We propose a series of optimization techniques to compress the position that tracks memory layout. The optimized position map is hundreds of times smaller than the traditional position map. It takes only several megabytes for protecting a 4 GB memory and can fit in an on-chip cache or buffer. We implement MemCloak using the gem5 simulator and validate its performance using highly memory-intensive MiBench benchmarks.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The pattern of memory accesses has long been exploited for side-channel attacks. Specifically, the pattern refers to the sequence of addresses accessed during program execution [18]. It can be used to construct the control flow graph (CFG) of a program [3]. An extensive measurement study demonstrates the uniqueness of CFGs across different programs [46]. For example, among 1,334 procedures of Alpha compiler’s Standard C library, only 0.05% of all possible pairs of their CFG match for procedures with 15 or more blocks. An attacker can thus monitor a program’s memory access pattern, construct the corresponding CFG, and then identify exactly which program is running. If a CFG reveals a cryptographic function in use, the attacker may even compromise the secret key [25, 46]. For example, Diffie-Hellman [12] and RSA [28] involve a loop of conditional branches using the value of each bit of the secret key for condition check [46]. A bit one directs the program execution to an IF-branch code segment while a bit zero to an ELSE-branch code segment. Using the snooped CFG, the attacker can easily infer two possible secret keys—one is the secret key per se and the other is its complement.

However, how to obfuscate accesses for untrusted memory in a practically efficient way remains unsolved. Different from emerging trusted memory capable of cryptographic computation [2, 5, 31], widely-deployed conventional untrusted memory cannot perform computation and the addresses sent to memory have to remain in plain text. A fundamental obfuscation technique called Oblivious RAM (ORAM) [18] therefore hides a real access among many dummy accesses. Apparently, ORAM imposes a high communication overhead on memory bandwidth and gains few practical implementations in the CPU/memory scenario. With the recent blossom of cloud computing where network bandwidth might be of less concern, ORAM gradually applies more to obfuscating data-access patterns on a remote server and attracts many improvements in the client/server scenario [8, 10, 11, 13, 15, 18, 26, 27, 34, 37, 38, 42, 43]. Sporadic attempts at the CPU/memory scenario trade security for efficiency [24, 40, 45, 46]. For example, HIDE [46] needs to fetch all blocks in the same chunk (i.e., one or more continuous pages) of a previously fetched and cached block. Then it permutes block locations within the chunk, records the new block-address mapping

*For ease of presentation, we hereafter use the terms of untrusted memory and memory interchangeably whenever no confusion arises.
in the position map, and writes all blocks back to memory. HIDE has to limit the overhead by confining the obfuscation to only a small range of the memory space.

In this paper, we take the challenge and present the design and implementation of MemCloak. It obfuscates accesses for untrusted memory with an \(O(1)\) communication overhead and an on-chip cacheable/bufferable position map. We achieve such a minimum communication overhead by leveraging data redundancy. The root cause for leaking the access pattern is that currently the CPU always accesses the same memory location for fetching the same data block therein. If we can enable the CPU to access different locations for the same block, access pattern leakage is avoided. To this end, the data redundancy technique we propose loads multiple differently-encrypted copies of each block in memory. We leverage data aggregation to improve memory utilization. The data aggregation technique XORs multiple data blocks into one. When all but one of the blocks inside the aggregate are already fetched and cached, the CPU can fetch the aggregate and extract the remaining block therein by lightweight XOR computation. With both data redundancy and data aggregation techniques, the CPU can fetch the same block by accessing different memory locations and access the same memory location for fetching different blocks. This prohibits an attacker from correlating memory accesses and thus protects the access pattern.

We further propose a series of optimization techniques to compress the size of the position map over hundreds of times. We use computation-based address mapping to remove the destination addresses from the position map. We also remove keys (for data encryption/decryption) from the position map by deriving them from the addresses on the fly. Given that one key reason for the possibly giant map size is that it dedicates an entry for each block, we restructure the position map in a page-level fashion and each page-oriented entry maintains much less information for blocks in that page. Another challenge arises when we replenish new data duplicates by piggybacking them in dummy writes. Each read access should be associated with a dummy write and vice versa to protect the access type (i.e., read or write) [5]. If we simply find a feasible computation function that can map a new duplicate to an empty location, we have to deal with frequent address collisions and cumbersome map update. We address this challenge by using another address as an address’s mapping alias. This way, we can randomly map an address across the entire memory space without heavy re-computation. Based on the preceding optimization techniques, MemCloak can compress a 1 GB traditional position map to a several-megabyte one, practically fitting in an on-chip cache.

In summary, we make the following contributions to obfuscating accesses over untrusted memory.

- Obfuscate memory accesses with a minimum \(O(1)\) communication overhead (Section 3). The proposed techniques of data redundancy and data aggregation break access correlation by enabling the CPU to access the same data from different locations and to access the same location for different data.
- Compress the traditional position map over hundreds of times to fit in an on-chip cache or buffer (Section 4).
- Implement MemCloak using gem5 [7], a widely used simulator for computer architecture research (Section 5). Our implementation of MemCloak obfuscates accesses for untrusted memories with an \(O(1)\) communication overhead and an on-chip cacheable/bufferable position map. We achieve such a minimum communication overhead by leveraging data redundancy. The root cause for leaking the access pattern is that currently the CPU always accesses the same memory location for fetching the same data block therein. If we can enable the CPU to access different locations for the same block, access pattern leakage is avoided. To this end, the data redundancy technique we propose loads multiple differently-encrypted copies of each block in memory. We leverage data aggregation to improve memory utilization. The data aggregation technique XORs multiple data blocks into one. When all but one of the blocks inside the aggregate are already fetched and cached, the CPU can fetch the aggregate and extract the remaining block therein by lightweight XOR computation. With both data redundancy and data aggregation techniques, the CPU can fetch the same block by accessing different memory locations and access the same memory location for fetching different blocks. This prohibits an attacker from correlating memory accesses and thus protects the access pattern.
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only procedures with at least 15 blocks. Leveraging this property of CFG uniqueness, an attacker can passively monitor the address bus, detect jumps upon accesses to discontinuous locations, and construct the CFG. Once the constructed CFG matches with that of a procedure in standard libraries, the attacker identifies the running program with a high probability.

Even worse, memory access patterns may leak critical data such as secret keys [25, 46]. Zhuang et al. [46] use the private-key operations of Diffie-Hellman [12] and RSA [28] for example. Such operations involve a loop of conditional branches using the value of each bit of the secret key for condition check. A bit one directs the program execution to an IF-branch code segment while a bit zero to an ELSE-branch code segment. Given that an attacker can identify such operations through CFG matching [46], it can further infer from the observed CFG that which bits of the secret key are identical. Although the attacker cannot distinguish between the IF-branch and ELSE-branch code segments, it can determine two values using the observed CFG—one is the secret key per se and the other is its complement. A little more efforts like exercising these two values over snooped encrypted data will help the attacker nail down the exact secret key.

2.2 Burdensome Obfuscation of Access Pattern

Obfuscation solutions for untrusted memory usually base themselves on ORAM technique. ORAM associates with a high overhead as it protects the access pattern through hiding a real access among a sufficiently large number of dummy accesses [18]. Following ORAM, the CPU sends to memory a number of addresses including the one of the real interest. Memory then responds with data blocks stored on the received addresses. Note that each data block should be encrypted before being loaded into memory. Otherwise, data correlation leaks memory access patterns. After the CPU receives these encrypted data blocks, it first decrypts the interested one and then operates on it. To invalidate the correlation of two accesses to the same location, the CPU shuffles the addresses of received data blocks, re-encrypts each of them, and writes the re-encrypted data back to the corresponding locations. Intuitively, fetching all \( n \) data blocks in the entire memory upon each memory access promises the most secure obfuscation. However, this incurs a high communication overhead of \( O(n) \).

The major design technique toward efficient ORAM is modeling memory layout with a certain structure for ease of hiding where fetched data blocks are written back. For example, ORAM uses a hierarchical structure to achieve an \( O(\text{polylog } n) \) communication overhead [18] while Path ORAM uses a tree structure to achieve an \( O(\log^2 n) \) overhead [34]. The state-of-the-art Floram uses dual memory chips to achieve an \( O(\log n) \) overhead [13]. We refer interested readers to Floram [13] for a comprehensive review of ORAM evolve-ment [10, 11, 15, 18, 26, 27, 34, 37, 38, 42, 43] and to SEAL-ORAM [8] for an experimental evaluation of typical ORAM solutions for remote access of cloud data.

No matter how efficient an ORAM-based solution can be, it has to impose a sufficiently large number of dummy accesses to hide the access pattern. This is why ORAM solutions have been considered more practical to a server-client environment such as remote access of cloud data [8, 36] instead of the CPU-memory communication as in Figure 1. It is also worth mentioning that, Path ORAM [34], as the base of many ORAM solutions, needs to store many dummy blocks in memory to mitigate system deadlocks when reshuffling cannot proceed because all buckets along a tree path are full. Even if wasting 50% of memory capacity for storing dummy blocks (i.e., 100% memory overhead), system deadlocks can still occur.

2.3 Toward Practically Efficient Obfuscation

In this paper, we take on the challenge of obfuscating memory access patterns with an \( O(1) \) communication overhead. This low overhead is essential for protecting CPU-memory communication in a practically efficient way. Ideally, we expect that an extremely efficient obfuscation solution require zero additional memory access. That is, for each read request, the solution still simply lets the CPU send the read address to memory and then let memory send back the corresponding data. Similarly, for each write request, the CPU sends both the write address and the corresponding data to memory. A memory access operation thus requires two communication messages, one on the address bus and the other on the data bus. Without further protection, however, a memory request can easily leak the type (i.e., read or write) that might be leveraged for improving attacking probability. Therefore, most previous obfuscation solutions for either untrusted memory [34] or trusted memory [5] use a different-type dummy request to hide the type information. Specifically, each memory request should be at least transformed to a pair of read-then-write requests [5]. If the original request is a read, it is followed by a dummy write. Otherwise, it is preceded by a dummy read. Taking type protection into account, an obfuscation solution thus introduces a communication overhead lower bounded by \( O(1) \). The minimum would be only one additional dummy request with two communication messages.

Although the above minimum is achievable on trusted memory because of the support of encrypted addresses [5], it is never practically achieved on untrusted memory [13]. Sporadic initial attempts strive for this goal via mounting an additional hardware buffer to the CPU chip [24, 40, 45, 46]. We observe that they are associated with high communication overhead and even security degradation. For example, HIDE [46] buffers all blocks fetched from memory. Whenever a block need be evicted from the buffer or written back to memory, HIDE needs to 1) fetch all blocks in the same chunk (usually containing one or more continuous pages) with the block to the CPU chip, 2) permute all blocks to different locations within this chunk, 3) record the new block-address mapping, and 4) write all permuted blocks back to memory. Otherwise, if, as usual, a block is read into the buffer and then evicted, the subsequent use of the block will access the same memory location and leak the access pattern. HIDE efficiency can be improved by mixing the permutation with the read accesses [45]. The idea is that after some read access, a buffered block can be written back to the location of the just read block. This way, block permutation is achieved without much expensive transmission of blocks in a large chunk. Security guarantee of this idea, however, requires a sufficiently large buffer size. Consider an extreme case with a buffer of size one and a recursive accesses of two memory locations \( l_1 \) and \( l_2 \). The access sequence would be \((l_1, l_2, l_2, l_2, ... )\). This enables an attacker to infer two possible real access patterns—\(- (l_1, l_2, l_2, l_2, ...)\) and \((l_1, l_2, l_1, l_1, ...) - \) with the latter one exactly matching the real access pattern.
3 OVERVIEW

In this section, we present MemCloak, the first practical obfuscation solution for protecting access patterns over untrusted memory with an $O(1)$ communication overhead. The major idea of MemCloak is leveraging data redundancy to reinvigorate dummy accesses and dummy blocks, which otherwise are the main source of bandwidth waste and memory waste, respectively.

3.1 Motivation

Essentially, if we could fetch the same data from different locations and the data are differently-encrypted on each location, the access pattern would not be leaked. This instantly motivates us to leverage data redundancy. Current memory is usually used to accommodate one copy per data block therein. Repetitive accesses on the same location for the same data easily leak the access pattern. It is also easily correlated if we simply write the fetched data back to a different location and read it from that location afterwards. Therefore, previous obfuscation solutions have to introduce dummy accesses to hide a real access. This leads to an intrinsically high overhead on both the address and data buses. They may also further introduce dummy blocks (e.g., across 50% of the memory space) to mitigate system deadlocks [13]. In contrast, we use the space otherwise taken by dummy blocks more wisely. We reinvigorate dummy blocks by filling them with duplicate data. This little twist yields a significant decrease in communication overhead. Using no dummy requests, we can simply fetch the same data from two or more different locations without revealing the access pattern.

Let us use an example to quantify how data redundancy promises a significant efficiency improvement over previous obfuscation solutions. For ease of understanding, we in this example consider repetitive read accesses to only one data block among $n$ memory locations. We temporarily do not consider protecting the access type (i.e., read or write) either. A more comprehensive MemCloak design involving write accesses and type protection will be presented shortly. Since only one data block is concerned, we can create $n$ differently-encrypted copies of it and load them into memory.

Making the example more challenging, we assume that there is no cache to buffer fetched data. Then every time the CPU needs to operate on the data, it has to access memory. Given a differently-encrypted copy at each memory location, the CPU can read the data block up to $n$ times without repetitive accesses to the same location. This way, MemCloak protects the access pattern with zero communication overhead. In contrast, existing obfuscation solutions might store only one copy of the data block and use the other $n-1$ locations for storing dummy blocks. For each memory access, the state-of-the-art solution imposes a communication overhead of $O(\log n)$ dummy accesses [13]. Furthermore, the CPU needs to re-encrypt some or all of the fetched data blocks and write them back to different memory locations than where they are fetched. The gap between the overhead of MemCloak and that of the state-of-the-art solutions demonstrates a promising leap in efficiency.

3.2 Challenge

However, we cannot efficiently implement MemCloak without addressing a series of challenges. Key challenges include how to improve memory utilization while duplicating data, how to compress the position map while providing one-to-many mappings, and how to replenish duplicate data while serving continuous accesses.

**Memory utilization.** Intuitively, the more duplicates we associate with a data block, the more consecutive accesses to different duplicates we can use to get the data block without accessing any location more than once. More duplicates per data block, however, waste more memory space. One may consider this memory overhead as a necessary tradeoff for securing access patterns, especially given the extremely efficient $O(1)$ communication it promises. But to encourage the deployment of MemCloak, we should make every effort to improve memory utilization.

**Position-map compression.** Obfuscation solutions require a position map to track data placement in memory. For each entry in the position map, two key fields should specify what metadata to identify a data block and which data blocks to fetch alongside for access obfuscation. Take the tree-based ORAM for example [34]. These two fields are a block index to identify the requested data block and a path index to specify on which tree-path all data blocks therein should be fetched, respectively. While to our CPU-memory scenario as in Figure 1, a position map should maintain address mappings, each linking one virtual address to multiple physical addresses. To construct such a position map, one may suggest simply extending the page table where originally contains only one-to-one mappings. Consider an entry mapping virtual address $v_i^p$ to physical address $p_i^p$ for example. Assume that MemCloak loads $m-1$ more copies of the data currently located at $p_i^p$ to locations $p_i^p (1 \leq i \leq m-1)$. Then we can accordingly add $m-1$ more entries to the page table. Each added entry maps $p_i^p$ to a different $p_i^p$. Once after an entry has been used as a reference for memory access, it should be invalidated or deleted to avoid repetitive references and access pattern leakage. This leads to frequent modification of the page table. Furthermore, invalidating or deleting the referenced entry means that we cannot buffer it in the TLB and its corresponding data block in the cache. All the above limitations suggest that MemCloak may not simply extend the page table as the position map.

Creating an independent position map faces challenges as well. First, it demands space. Given that each entry in it maps to a different physical address, the required space can be upper bounded by the number $n$ of memory locations. The position map thus can be as large as the page table. Second, it should not affect the efficiency provided by the TLB and caches. This requires that the position map be a transparent layer between the last-level cache and memory.

**Data replenishment.** Given a number $d$ of duplicate blocks loaded in memory, we can fetch this block up to $d$ times without repetitive access on the same location. We need to replenish more duplicates to serve the $(d + 1)$th access and those afterwards. Otherwise, repetitive accesses over some memory locations will appear and leak the access pattern. A possible replenishment strategy follows HIDE [46]. That is, we fetch a number of blocks from memory to the CPU chip, permute/shuffle their locations, and then write them back to the newly assigned locations. This strategy costs CPU time and induces communication overhead. Then one may suggest periodically loading more duplicate blocks from the disk via I/O. However, both strategies need to halt memory accesses while replenishing blocks. We expect an efficient replenishment alongside accessing memory as in [24, 40, 45, 46] without its dependence on a large buffer.
3.3 Methodology

MemCloak addresses the preceding challenges by three lightweight techniques presented in this paper. First, we use XOR to aggregate data blocks to improve memory utilization. Second, we use computation based address mapping to eliminate destination addresses in the position map. Third, we reinvoke dummy writes required for protecting the access type to piggyback data replenishment.

Memory utilization: XOR in memory. We use XOR-based data aggregation to save memory space without reducing duplicates. Consider a motivating example that needs to load two duplicates for both block a and block b. Originally, this invokes four memory allocations, two for block a and the other two for block b. Using XOR, we use only three blocks—a, b, and a ⊕ b—to represent the information of four blocks. After a is fetched and cached, the CPU can access either b or a ⊕ b for fetching b. Such a data aggregation actually promises more than memory efficiency. It enables the CPU to fetch the same data from different locations and fetch different data from the same location. This significantly discourages an attacker from inferring the access pattern.

Position-map compression: Map addresses on the fly. We map a requested address to one of the duplicates on the fly. The position map no longer stores all mappings from one address to multiple duplicates. Instead, it stores source addresses and the functions that are used to compute the destination addresses for duplicates. Since functions can be shared by all source addresses, each entry in the position map uses only function indices. We can thus avoid repeating source addresses and remove destination addresses toward a highly compact position map.

Data replenishment: Piggyback new duplicates in dummy writes. Inspired by [45], we replenish new duplicates and reshuffle write imposes another challenge. We cannot simply write the new data block to improve memory utilization. Second, we use computation based address mapping to eliminate destination addresses in the position map. Third, we reinvoke dummy writes required for protecting the access type to piggyback data replenishment.

4 DESIGN

In this section, we detail the MemCloak design. MemCloak logics only reside in the memory controller, serving as a transparent layer between the last-level cache and memory, without modification to the operating system, programs, page table, and TLB. The key challenge is how to optimize the size of the position map while securing access obfuscation. We propose a series of optimization techniques to compress the traditional position map by hundreds of times. The result position map takes only several megabytes and can be practically fitted into a cache or buffer.

4.1 Architecture

As with existing memory access obfuscation solutions, we implement MemCloak logics in the memory controller as a transparent layer between the last-level cache and memory. The CPU need not beware of the address manipulation by MemCloak. It simply follows the original memory access scheme that sends out a memory request to the first-level cache. The memory request fetches the requested data block to registers upon cache hits and is cascaded to lower-level caches upon cache misses. If the memory request still encounters a cache miss on the last-level cache, it is directed to the memory controller, where MemCloak obfuscation is enforced before re-directing it to memory. (Note that the initial memory request uses a virtual address, which should be translated to a physical address on a certain level of cache before entering the memory controller.) A key component for MemCloak obfuscation is the position map. It maps the requested physical address to more than one physical addresses holding different encrypted copies of the same data block. Once a data block is fetched from memory, the memory controller decrypts it and feeds the plain-text data block back to the CPU. If the data block will be cached, the memory controller also needs to update its address field to the original requested physical address. Otherwise, subsequent requests to that physical address will encounter cache misses even though the requested data block is cached. Moreover, the address update further avoids modification over the page table.

We present the architecture of the memory controller by MemCloak in Figure 2. When the computer system loads data blocks from the disk to memory via I/O operations, it initializes each data block with multiple different encrypted copies. Some of these copies may be XORed into aggregated blocks. We can adopt existing techniques such as prefetching for compensating memory access delay. The position map tracks all the key information for extracting the original data, such as where it locates in memory, how it is encrypted, and which other data it might be XORed with. Besides the position map, an obfuscation solution needs also a stash buffer to temporarily store some recently fetched data blocks. If the requested data block can be found in the stash, it is directly transmitted to the CPU. Otherwise, memory access will take place by first looking up the position map for determining which physical address to access. This process may involve some lightweight computation using the address computation unit and hash units. To
guarantee data consistency, we search the write buffer for data with the calculated physical address before accessing memory. Once the requested data block is read from the write buffer or memory, it is decrypted by the encryption/decryption unit. Then the plain-text data block is transmitted to the stash as well as the CPU. Since accessing the same memory location for fetching the same data leaks the access pattern, we need to reshuffle data placement to avoid such repetitive accesses. This is done by replenishing newly encrypted copies to carefully selected memory locations. The position map should also be accordingly updated such that subsequent requests can find the correct data.

4.2 Position Map Compression

We first analyze the structure and maintenance cost of a traditional position map. Then we propose how MemCloak compresses the position map step by step. Alongside, we present key design principles of MemCloak. For ease of understanding and comparing efficiency gains yielded by each design technique, we in Figure 3 illustrate the traditional map as well as our compressed version.

The giant traditional position map. Following the traditional structure, each entry in a feasible position map for MemCloak should contain at least a requested physical address, a mapping physical address where locates an encrypted copy of the requested data block, and the decryption key for decrypting the encrypted copy. Let $l_{\text{addr}}$ and $l_{\text{key}}$ denote the length in bits of a physical address and a key, respectively. The size of each entry is $2l_{\text{addr}} + l_{\text{key}}$. Using entry indices to represent source addresses, the size of each entry is shrunk to $l_{\text{addr}} + l_{\text{key}}$. Given that the number of entries is upper bounded by the number $n$ of blocks the memory can accommodate, the size of the position table approximates $(l_{\text{addr}} + l_{\text{key}}) n$ bits. To guarantee security, $l_{\text{key}}$ should be sufficiently large enough. Inspired by [2], we can use a global private key for all entries and a shorter counter for each entry. Both the private key and counter are used for decrypting an encrypted block. But each entry only needs to track its corresponding counter. Consider a practical example with 64-bit physical addresses, 64-bit counters [2], 64-byte data blocks, and 4 GB memory. The number of blocks supported by the memory is $n = 4 \text{ GB} / 64 \text{ byte} = 2^{26}$. The corresponding position map then takes a size of $(64 + 64) \times 2^{26}$ bits = 1 GB. This is impractically large for the memory controller to cache or buffer.

Compression technique 1: Computation-based address mapping. Using lightweight computation to map source addresses to destination addresses, we can combine multiple entries into one and remove destination addresses from the position map. In the current design, we adopt hashing for computing destination addresses. To optimize the cost for implementing hash functions, we do not need to implement totally different hash functions. We can simply implement a limited number or even only one hash function and use a different seed for each instance. Let $h$ denote the number of hash functions/instances and $c$ denote the average number of copies per block. Then we can combine the $c$ entries corresponding to the same block in the original position map into one with $c$ fields. Each field contains the index of the hash function used for computing the destination address and the key used for decrypting data therein. The size of each entry is then $(l_{\text{hash}} + l_{\text{key}}) c$, where we have $l_{\text{hash}} = \log h$ as the length of a hash-function index. The size of the compressed position map becomes $(l_{\text{hash}} + l_{\text{key}}) c \times \log 2 = (l_{\text{hash}} + l_{\text{key}}) n = (\log h + l_{\text{key}}) n$. This promises a smaller position map as long as we have $\log h < l_{\text{addr}}$. We observe that $\log h = l_{\text{addr}}$ when the number of hash functions is equal to $2^{64}$ in a 64-bit addressed system. Given that each block associates with a limited number of copies, we do not need that many hash functions to map these copies to different addresses. Moreover, a uniform hash function can evenly map different inputs across the entire memory space. We thus do not need many hash functions to arbitrate address collisions either. Based on these observations, we expect that the computation-based address mapping technique yield a much smaller position map.

Compression technique 2: Address-derived decryption keys. Leveraging the uniqueness of destination addresses, we derive decryption keys from addresses on the fly in the encryption/decryption unit. We can thus remove keys from the position map and further compress its size. Note that the usage of addresses should be limited to key derivation. Addresses should not be directly tweaked into the messages sent to the memory. Otherwise, keys are vulnerable to inference due to chosen-plaintext attacks and cipher block move attacks [14]. Now each entry in the position map contains only $c$ indices of hash functions, taking a size of $c \log h$. When $c \log h > h$, we can replace each entry with a bit vector of length $h$. We set the $i$th bit as 1 if the address computed by the $i$th hash function accommodates a copy, and set it as 0 otherwise. Using this technique, the size of the compressed position map approximates $\min(c \log h, h) \times \log 2 = \min(n \log h, \frac{26}{2})$.

Compression technique 3: Circular-based page-level address mapping. Although the preceding compression techniques can greatly decrease the size of the position map, they still have to deal with the very large coefficient $n$. Remember that in the previous example with 64-bytes blocks in 4 GB memory, we have the number of supported blocks up to $n = 4 \text{ GB} / 64 \text{ byte} = 2^{26}$. Even though each block contributes 1 bit to the position map, the coefficient $n$ will lead to a component of $2^{26}$ bits = 8 MB. Inspired by the virtually tagged and physically indexed technique used for structuring a page table, we propose structuring the position map based on page-level address.
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...the preceding block-level based one. Given a source address, we feed only its page index to the chosen hash function to compute the page index of the destination address. This makes the number of entries upper bounded by the number of pages instead of the number of blocks. Now we use the block offset to locate a data block within a page also matters. If we simply equate the block offsets in the source and destination addresses as the virtually tagged and physically indexed technique does, an attacker can still possibly correlate two memory accesses and infer the access pattern. We address this concern using a circular-based in-page mapping technique. Let \( b_{\text{page}} \) and \( b_{\text{block}} \) represent the size of a page and the size of a block, respectively. Then the number of blocks in a page is \( \frac{b_{\text{page}}}{b_{\text{block}}} \). Let \( s \) denote the seed of the chosen hash function for mapping the page index. The circular-based in-page mapping computes the block offset of the destination address as

\[
d_k = (b_{\text{src}} + s) \mod \frac{b_{\text{src}}}{b_{\text{block}}},
\]

where \( b_{\text{src}} \) represents the block offset in the source address. This way, the same block offset might be mapped to a different block off set in different pages and therefore breaks correlation.

However, another challenge arises upon invalidating accessed addresses. According to the page-level address mapping, all the blocks in a page use the same hash function for mapping them to a different page. After a block accesses the address computed by the hash function, that address should be invalidated from future accesses for the same block. This leads to invalidating the hash-function index just used for address computation. Invalidating a hash-function index means that subsequent memory requests corresponding to this entry cannot use it for address mapping. However, besides the just accessed block, all the other blocks in the same page have not been accessed. Invalidating unaccessed blocks degrades performance as we have to load many more data blocks in memory than what are actually used.

Against the preceding challenge, we have to re-introduce block-level information back to each entry but in an efficient way. What each block needs to track is which hash functions have been used and invalidated. Remember that all blocks in the same page use the same set of hash functions. This observation motivates us to more compactly encode the hash-function tracking for each block, without repeating all hash-function indices for each block. The idea is to introduce a vector \( c[i] \) for each entry. The vector contains \( \log_2 \frac{b_{\text{src}}}{b_{\text{block}}} \) items. Item \( c[i] \) corresponds to the \( i \)-th block in the page. With a size of \( \log_2 c \) bits, item \( c[i] \) aims to track how many hash functions out of \( c \) choices have already been used by the \( i \)-th block for address mapping. Formally speaking, \( c[i] = k \) means that the \( i \)-th block has accessed \( k \) addresses computed by the first \( k \) hash functions indexed in this entry. These used hash functions are invalidated from future use by the \( i \)-th block. The next request for the \( i \)-th block will use the \((k + 1)\)th hash function for address mapping. Based on this design, each block maintains only a \( \log c \)-bit counter up to the value of \( c \). While in the original block-level position map, each block maintains \( c \) hash-function indices. Position-map size can thus be further reduced.

We now analyze the position-map size after using circular-based page-level address mapping. Each entry now maintains \( c \) indices of hash functions as well as a vector of \( \log_2 \frac{b_{\text{src}}}{b_{\text{block}}} \) items. It takes a size of \( c \log h + \log_2 \frac{b_{\text{src}}}{b_{\text{block}}} \log c \). Given that we map a block to \( c \) copies, then \( \frac{2}{c} \) original blocks can be accommodated by memory. The number of original page, that is, the number of entries in the position map, is therefore \( \frac{n}{c} \log_2 \frac{b_{\text{src}}}{b_{\text{block}}} \). Then the size of the position map approximates

\[
\frac{2}{c} b_{\text{page}} \log c \times \frac{b_{\text{block}}}{b_{\text{src}}} = \left(\frac{b_{\text{page}}}{b_{\text{block}}}\right) \log h + \log_2 c.
\]

Now let us compare this size with that of the giant 1 GB traditional position map under the scenario of 64-bit physical addresses, 64-bit counters [2], 64-byte data blocks, 4 KB pages, and 4 GB memory. In this case, the number of blocks in a page is \( \frac{b_{\text{page}}}{b_{\text{block}}} = 64 \). Then the ratio of the size of the giant traditional position map to that of the compressed position map is \( \frac{128}{16} = 8 \). It is straightforward that this ratio can be easily greater than 100 with practical settings of \( h \) and \( c \). Take \( h = 1,024 \) and \( c = 16 \) for example. We have \( \frac{128}{16} = \frac{128}{16} \approx 8 \approx 315 \). It indicates that our compressed position map have an over 300x smaller size, which is about \( \frac{\log 1024 + \log 1024}{\log 16} \times 320 \approx 3.25 \) MB.

**Compression technique 4: Data aggregation to leverage hash collisions.** Given the intrinsic collision property of hashing, it is normal that more than one address is mapped to the same address using a certain hash function. This usually requires introducing more hash functions such that each address has sufficient choices. More hash functions, however, lead to higher implementation overhead. Moreover, more hash functions associate with a larger hash and thus a larger log \( h \), which leads to a longer entry and thus a larger position map. We address this concern by aggregating collided data using XOR. If two or more blocks are hashed to the same address, we can XOR them into an aggregated block and store the aggregated block into that address. Such data aggregation not only saves memory space but also enhances security. Atop accessing the same data from different locations supported by data duplication, data aggregation enables accessing different data from the same location. Such obfuscation leaves an attacker with no clues for correlating memory accesses. Alongside the position map, we use an independent aggregation map to track XORed blocks. The memory controller can decide when to access an XORed block based on whether all but one of its ingredient blocks are in the stash. The size of the aggregation map should be much smaller than the position map. We omit quantifying its storage overhead.

### 4.3 Position Map Update

As data blocks are accessed and invalidated, we need to replenish more data blocks into memory for future use. Data replenishment piggybacks data in dummy writes (Section 3.3) and requires updating the position map as well as the aggregation map. Since the aggregation map is small, we simply replace the invalidated entries with entries corresponding to newly replenished XORed blocks. However, it is more challenging to update the position map. In the current position map design, each block corresponds to only a counter that indicates how many selected hash functions are used. Each block needs to select a different hash function to map its new copy to a different location. A straightforward way is associating each block with the indices of newly selected hash functions. This method is ineffective due to two drawbacks. First, each block needs to maintain the indices of up to \( c \) hash functions. This inflates the position map back to the giant traditional one. Second, the addresses...
a block can be mapped to is upper bounded by the number of available hash functions. If we expect that a block be evenly mapped across the entire memory space, an impractically large number of hash functions would be needed.

We propose an alias-based mapping technique to efficiently update the position map. As discussed in Section 3.3, we can use a different address as an address’s mapping alias. That is, after an address’s originally selected hash functions are all used, it can direct to its alias’s entry and use the hash functions therein for address mapping. After its alias’s hash functions are all used, it can choose another alias. This makes each address uniformly mapped across the entire memory space without cumbersome and insecure re-selection of hash functions. Specifically, the alias-based mapping introduces two aliases to each entry and one more counter for each block in that entry. This way, all blocks in the same page share same aliases but each of them has two propriety counters. One counter tracks how many hash functions of the current alias is used. The other counter tracks how many new copies are replenished to addresses computed using the next alias and its hash functions. Apparently, the current alias is initialized as an address per se. The next alias to choose should have higher access frequency than that of the current alias. Otherwise, replenished data may override some unaccessed data. For pages with the highest access frequency, we can leave some blank pages in memory for their aliasing. Furthermore, we can use well-designed caching/buffering strategies of the stash and caches to balance memory access frequency of each page. That is, highly frequently accessed blocks usually stay in cache. They thus may not impose too many real memory accesses or position-map updates.

We now analyze the position-map size after integrating the alias-based mapping technique. The overhead it introduces is two alias (of size $2l_{addr}$) per page and one counter (of size $\log c$) per block. Following the analysis of previous compression technique 3, the size of the position map becomes $(c \log h + \frac{\log c}{h_{block}}) \times \frac{p}{c} + \log c$ bytes. We consider the same settings of 64-bit physical addresses, 64-byte data blocks, 4 KB pages, 4 GB memory, $h = 1,024$ hash functions, and $c = 16$ copies per block on average as in previous analysis. The position map then takes a size of 6.25 MB. It is compressed over 100x than the traditional position map and can be practically fitted into a cache or buffer.

5 IMPLEMENTATION

As with related obfuscation solutions [5, 43], we implemented MemCloak using the gem5 simulator [7]. Gem5 is widely used for computer architecture research. Its emulation encompasses CPU and memory modules and supports tracing memory accesses, which are exactly the operations MemCloak aims to protect. MemCloak implementation aims to enforce the proposed obfuscation techniques over the conventional memory accesses in gem5. As discussed in Section 4, key components include the position map (including the aggregation map), the address computation unit, the hash unit, and the encryption/decryption unit.

Our modification over gem5 remains as a transparent layer between the last-level cache and memory. A memory request in gem5 is first transmitted from the CPU to the first-level cache. If it enjoys a cache hit therein, the requested data is transmitted to the CPU. Otherwise, the first-level cache redirects the memory request to the second-level cache. Upon a cache hit on the second-level cache, the requested data is first transmitted to the first-level cache and then transmitted to the CPU. Generally speaking, gem5 directs a data block from the lowest-level cache where the data block is first found through all its higher-level caches to the CPU. Although this may take a longer access time when the requested data block is found for the first time, caching it in some higher-level cache will save its subsequent access time. If a requested data block cannot be found until the last-level cache, the memory request will be eventually transmitted to memory. A Cache class uses the CpuSidePort interface to communicate with its higher-level cache (or the CPU if the Cache class represents the first-level cache) and uses the MemSidePort to communicate with its lower-lever cache (or memory if the Cache class represents the last-level cache). Since MemCloak intercepts memory access requests from the last-level cache and may redirect these requests to memory, we implement MemCloak by inheriting from a Cache class in gem5. We use AES counter mode for the encryption/decryption unit. We adopt the random function rand( ) in the standard C library for designing the hash unit. In hardware, such random number generators can be implemented using circuit white noise [21]. MemCloak performs address mapping before sending a memory request to memory and address update before forwarding a fetched data block to the last-level cache. Our modification accounts for 2,000+ lines of C/C++ code while the original code base of gem5 contains over 250,000 lines.

To evaluate the performance of MemCloak, we run highly memory-intensive workloads from MiBench [19]. MiBench is a representative benchmark suite for embedded systems. It collects multiple benchmarks for six embedded application areas, that is, Automotive and Industrial Control, Consumer Devices, Office Automation, Networking, Security, and Telecommunications. As embedded systems usually have memory restrictions, it is commonly used to validate efficiency and practicality of access obfuscation solutions [45, 46]. The three highly memory-intensive benchmarks we use are dijkstra, susan, and jpeg encode from the areas of Networking, Automotive and Industrial Control, and Consumer Devices.

6 EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate security and efficiency of MemCloak.

First, the security performance is measured by the randomness of the address sequence accessed during the execution of a benchmark [45]. The randomness is tested using the NIST Statistical Test Suite [23]. Second, the efficiency performance is measured by the execution time and memory usage of a benchmark on the emulated computer architecture. The gem5 simulator tracks the number of clock cycles taken by a benchmark. Then it estimates the execution time by multiplying the number of clock cycles and the configured clock period. The results demonstrate that MemCloak can significantly randomizes memory accesses with approximately 4% time overhead and comparative memory overhead with that of ORAM.

Experiment setup. Since gem5 estimates the relative execution time of a benchmark using the number of clock cycles taken in the emulated computer architecture, the estimation is insensitive to the running environment. We currently run our MemCloak prototype.
Table 1: Comparison of memory access randomness of insecure (without MemCloak) and secure (with MemCloak) execution. We test the access randomness using the NIST Statistical Test Suite [30] with 14 randomness analysis tools supported. The tools corresponding to each row are Frequency (Monobit) Test, Frequency Test within a Block, Cumulative Sums (Cusum) Test 1, Cumulative Sums (Cusum) Test 2, Runs Test, Test for the Longest Run of Ones in a Block, Binary Matrix Rank Test, Discrete Fourier Transform (Spectral) Test, Overlapping Template Matching Test, Maurer’s “Universal Statistica” Test, Approximate Entropy Test, Serial Test 1, Serial Test 2, and Linear Complexity Test [30].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>benchmark</th>
<th>insecure</th>
<th>secure</th>
<th>insecure</th>
<th>secure</th>
<th>insecure</th>
<th>secure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dijkstra</td>
<td>0/283</td>
<td>249/528</td>
<td>14/318</td>
<td>162/397</td>
<td>112/1133</td>
<td>1777/1813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>susan</td>
<td>0/283</td>
<td>511/528</td>
<td>19/318</td>
<td>381/397</td>
<td>28/1133</td>
<td>137/1813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jpeg encode</td>
<td>0/283</td>
<td>267/528</td>
<td>11/318</td>
<td>167/397</td>
<td>28/1133</td>
<td>137/1813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0/283</td>
<td>266/528</td>
<td>11/318</td>
<td>169/397</td>
<td>23/1133</td>
<td>134/1813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0/283</td>
<td>424/528</td>
<td>2/318</td>
<td>272/397</td>
<td>11/1133</td>
<td>133/1813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1/283</td>
<td>515/528</td>
<td>15/318</td>
<td>371/397</td>
<td>112/1133</td>
<td>178/1813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>281/283</td>
<td>525/528</td>
<td>316/318</td>
<td>389/397</td>
<td>1124/1133</td>
<td>1805/1813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20/283</td>
<td>526/528</td>
<td>221/318</td>
<td>392/397</td>
<td>279/1133</td>
<td>1792/1813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>264/283</td>
<td>521/528</td>
<td>313/318</td>
<td>386/397</td>
<td>1116/1133</td>
<td>1783/1813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0/283</td>
<td>0/528</td>
<td>0/318</td>
<td>0/397</td>
<td>0/1133</td>
<td>0/1813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0/283</td>
<td>309/528</td>
<td>0/318</td>
<td>150/397</td>
<td>0/1133</td>
<td>841/1813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1/283</td>
<td>483/528</td>
<td>1/318</td>
<td>391/397</td>
<td>0/1133</td>
<td>1692/1813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26/283</td>
<td>506/528</td>
<td>5/318</td>
<td>395/397</td>
<td>329/1133</td>
<td>1757/1813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>273/283</td>
<td>510/528</td>
<td>307/318</td>
<td>385/397</td>
<td>1107/1133</td>
<td>1751/1813</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Comparison of execution time in seconds of insecure (without MemCloak) and secure (with MemCloak) execution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>benchmark</th>
<th>insecure</th>
<th>secure</th>
<th>insecure</th>
<th>secure</th>
<th>insecure</th>
<th>secure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dijkstra</td>
<td>62/283</td>
<td>401/528</td>
<td>88/318</td>
<td>286/397</td>
<td>305/1133</td>
<td>1409/1813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>susan</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jpeg encode</td>
<td>5.551</td>
<td>5.778</td>
<td>492.475</td>
<td>509.718</td>
<td>7.542</td>
<td>7.843</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1 Memory Access Randomness

Following [45], we evaluate the obfuscation efficacy of MemCloak by measuring the randomness of the access sequence. We test the access randomness using the NIST Statistical Test Suite (version 2.1.2, updated in 2010) [30]. It is originally designed to validate random number generators and pseudo-random number generators [29]. Then it is widely used for randomness analysis as well. We refer interested readers to [30] for the technical details. Toward measuring the access randomness, we first collect the access sequence while running a selected benchmark and snooping on the address bus. We then convert the access sequence into a bit stream by concatenating all of the block addresses in the same order as they are collected. We input the bit stream to the NIST Statistical Test Suite. It will be divided into same-length bitstrings, each is analyzed by all supported randomness analysis tools in the NIST Statistical Test Suite. A higher randomness of the input bit stream depends on the following two properties.

- For each randomness analysis tool, more bitstrings of the bit stream can pass the test.
- For all randomness analysis tools, more of them can accept most of the bitstrings of the bit stream.

We compare the access randomness of benchmark execution with or without MemCloak obfuscation. Table 1 reports the comparison using benchmarks of dijkstra, susan, and jpeg encode; each data block has 10 differently-encoded copies into the memory. In each column, each row reports the randomness test result using one of the 14 supported randomness analysis tools. For most of the tools, the insecure execution without MemCloak obfuscation can barely pass the test. In contrast, MemCloak significantly randomizes memory access in that most bitstrings can pass the randomness test. Take, for example, the results of the dijkstra benchmark using the Frequency (Monobit) Test tool (i.e., the two values on the top left corner). Without access obfuscation, \( \frac{2}{283} = 0\% \) of the bitstrings of the bit stream corresponding to the access sequence can pass the randomness test. Armed with access obfuscation by MemCloak, \( \frac{249}{528} = 47\% \) of the bitstrings can pass the test. Note that MemCloak induces more memory accesses because of dummy writes. As shown in Table 1, MemCloak significantly increases the access randomness from below 30% to over 70% on average. Furthermore, MemCloak outperforms the existing \( \Omega(1) \)-communication-overhead access obfuscation solution [45], in which the average randomness test result ranges from 13% to 44%.

6.2 Execution Time

Table 2 reports the execution time corresponding to different benchmark executions in Table 1. Since protecting the access type necessitates dummy writes, MemCloak requires more memory accesses and therefore takes more time. The average time overhead is about 4%, estimated using the time measurements in the “insecure” and “secure” columns as

\[
\text{average} = \frac{\text{secure} - \text{insecure}}{\text{insecure}}
\]

6.3 Memory Usage

Finally, we evaluate how the number of copies per data block affects memory usage and obfuscation randomness. Intuitively, the more copies each data block has, the more memory space MemCloak consumes. Given \( c \) copies per data block, the memory overhead is upper bounded by

\[
\frac{c-1}{c} = 1 - \frac{1}{c}
\]

Although we can aggregate
Table 3: Comparison of memory access randomness of insecure (with only the original data, i.e., one copy per data block) and secure (with MemCloak) execution with various number of copies per data block.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>benchmark</th>
<th>number of copies per data block</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dijkstra</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>susan</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jpeg encode</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

data blocks to mitigate the memory overhead, it is challenging to quantify or evaluate the effect in a generalized way. It highly depends on how many blocks to aggregate into one and how many copies of a data block to select for aggregation. This is easy to regulate upon initialization but tends to vary during execution.

Fortunately, our evaluation results show that MemCloak can guarantee a satisfactory access randomness with only a limited data redundancy. Furthermore, the increase of access randomness does not significantly increase with the number of copies per data block. This simplifies how to find a tradeoff between memory usage and obfuscation security. Table 3 reports the average access randomness of MemCloak with different levels of data redundancy in comparison with that of the traditional memory access without obfuscation. Specifically, the case of one copy corresponds to the traditional memory access. The cases with two or more copies correspond to MemCloak. MemCloak gains limited randomness improvement as data redundancy increases. When MemCloak uses only two copies per block, it can already improve the access randomness from under 30% to over 65% for each benchmark. In this case, using two copies per data block lead to up to 50% memory overhead, which is comparative to that of ORAM [34].

7 DISCUSSION

Timing attack. As with ORAM, MemCloak does not protect memory access against timing attacks. A timing attack exploits fine-grained timing measurements snooped on the address bus [6, 16]. For example, the access number and frequency, and the gaps between observed memory requests can leak information of program characteristics [44]. A straightforward countermeasure is that the memory controller enforces fixed-rate memory accesses. Enforcing a constant access rate, however, impairs scheduling flexibility and increases the difficulty of tuning tradeoff between security and performance. A better way is to shape the rate of CPU-memory communication into a pre-determined distribution [16, 44]. When genuine traffic solely cannot satisfy the distribution, additional fake traffic is injected. Traffic shaping against timing attacks is complementary to access obfuscation [44]. Both schemes need to be deployed when necessary.

Statistics-based attack. Originally targeting searchable encryption, a statistics-based attack enables an honest-but-curious server to infer encrypted keywords using search pattern and occurrence frequency over its hosted encrypted data [20, 33]. For example, “Thanksgiving” can be a hot keyword on the Thanksgiving Day. The encrypted Thanksgiving-related information stored on the server must be frequently hit as responses to queries. Then if a new encrypted query arrives and the frequently-hit data is hit by the query, it is reasonable for the server to conjecture that the said query includes the keyword “Thanksgiving”. Mounting a statistics-based attack on memory access, an attacker needs a fixed data placement in memory. This requirement is, however, exactly what ORAM and MemCloak break to protect memory access patterns. Therefore, MemCloak as well as existing access obfuscation solutions are robust against statistics-based attacks.

Trace-driven attack. Such an attack exploits the traces of cache hits and misses during AES encryption to infer the secret key [1]. That is, the attacker should be empowered with two types of information. One is that the program under execution is AES. The other is the corresponding trace of cache of hits and misses. Without memory access obfuscation, both types of information can be inferred via snooping on the address bus. First, access patterns can be used to profile the program and therefore reveal its type [46]. Second, a memory request indicates a cache miss; this eases the measurement of cache hits and misses. Fortunately, both types of inference are throttled by MemCloak alike obfuscation solutions, which disguise memory access patterns against profiling. Furthermore, MemCloak introduces dummy reads and writes to protect the type of memory access. A read operation thus does not always represent a real memory request. This way, MemCloak further impedes the measurement of cache traces and therefore protects memory access from trace-driven attacks.

8 CONCLUSION

We have designed, implemented, and evaluated MemCloak, a practically efficient solution for obfuscating accesses over untrusted memory. It achieves $O(1)$ communication overhead by leveraging data redundancy. Specifically, MemCloak preloads multiple differently-encrypted copies of each block in memory. This enables the CPU to fetch the same data by accessing different memory addresses and therefore leaks no access pattern. Furthermore, it improves memory utilization by introducing data aggregation. XORing two blocks into one, we can access the XORed block for fetching one of the two blocks when the other is fetched and cached/buffered. This not only saves memory space but also strengthens security. The CPU can now access the same address for fetching different data. With this, MemCloak leaves an attacker with no clue for correlating memory accesses. A common challenge for access obfuscation design is limiting the size of the position map that tracks memory layout. We propose a series of optimization techniques without sacrificing security. MemCloak can compress a giant traditional position map of size up to 1 GB into a significantly smaller one of only several megabytes. Such a compression over hundreds of times makes the position map practically fit in an on-chip cache/buffer. We implement MemCloak on the gem5 simulator [7] and validate its performance using memory-intensive MiBench benchmarks [19]. For future work, we plan to extend MemCloak to obfuscate data accesses over cloud, where memory is more affordable than communication.
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